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Silk and Cotton Dyeing by Malays.

By W. W. Skeat.

In Kelantan and Patani the material of which sarongs, lain

lepas, etc., are made is now almost invariably silk or cotton

thread imported from Singapore, but in out-of-the-way inland

districts a few Malays of the older generation still manufacture
a coarse but durable thread of native vegetable fibre (home-
spun). In the latter case the dyes most commonly used were
blue (biru) and purple (umu) with occasionally some green ("ijau

or einpo) and a little yellow (kuning or tfila). Red, though
much admired, was not commonly used owing to the difficulty

of making it fast. When silk is to be dyed, from four or ten

kali's weight is now usually bought from peddlers or in the

bazaar at from $4 to $4.50 per hati (l^lbs). The following

are the processes by which the required colours are obtained,

both silk and cotton thread being similarly treated. I may
add that the numbers correspond to a series of standard colours

which were shown to my informants when the information was
obtained, but which it is unfortunately impossible to reproduce

here.

Red: —(1) To dye a Jcaii of silk red from ten to fifteen

fruits of the asam gelugor, * with two or three common
tamarinds, and as much alum as will cover the nail of the

fourth finger, are together put into a pan (blanga), and heated

up to boiling-point (sapa bergelegak).f The silk is plunged into

the liquid, which is kept on the fire till the whole has been wT
ell

boiled, when the pan is taken off and allowed to stand all night.

Next morning the silk is kneaded to clean it (di-kichah, Selangor

kinchah) taken out, and dried in the sun, and put out in the dew

Garcinia alrotnrldis. —//. N. R.

f I have given exact Kelantan and Patani pronunciations in this

article as likely to lje of most interest to the reader, —IV. S.
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for the night. This method of dyeing silk red is called by
Patani and Kelantan Malays " chelu mala" (or, in standard

Malay, " chelup malau.")

Orange: —(2) To dye silk orange [which is called kuning

pin* masak, or " ripe betel-nut yellow"], the silk may be dipped

into the already used red dye. Only a weak solution is required,

so that if the strength of the dye (pati) has been absorbed by
the first instalment of silk it does not really matter. Of course if

a new solution is brewed, care must be taken to see that it is not

too strong, but the former method is generally favoured. The
silk is dipped into the liquid and stirred about, and then boiled

a little, till it is as red as the pulut-pulut flower,* my inform-

ant declared. On being taken out again, the dye is wrung
out of it, when it is laid aside for the time being. About a
" chupak " of the fruits of the kasoma klin (Jcasumba kling)

are then squeezed (ramah) into a dish (pasu), the husks bein^

thrown away. To these are added about ten of the fruits of

belimbing masam, which is also called " Buah k'rih " in Kelantan

and Patani from its being used for the express purpose of clean-

ing K'ris blades (di-bachse k'rih). These being squeezed into the

pasu, a pinch or two of alum is added, (as a mordant), and the

mixture is ready. The silk is dipped into this liquid and knead-

ed in it for a few moments (sa-jenih), after which it is boiled

for a short while on the fire. When taken out, it is hung up
upon a line in a shady place to dry (di-sida di-tedoh).| Shade
is of importance, as if it is exposed to the sun the colour will

fade. It is however exposed to the dew (di-perembong) every
night for three nights consecutively.

Dark orange is obtained from chips of the heart of the

jackfruit (ncmgka) tree, with the usual mordant (alum and
asam gelugor).

Yellow

:

—(3) and all the colours now to be mentioned are

now usually obtained from aniline dye-stuffs imported from
Singapore. In the absence of such dyes however they are still

obtained as follows.

* Urena lobata whose flower is pink. —//. N. R.

t In Selangor Malay = Sindal.
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To dye silk yellow, turmeric or curcuma is pounded
in a small specially-made mortar and wrung or squeezed by hand
(di-p'rah) to get the juice out of it. Tamarinds, asam gelugor,

and alum are added in the same proportion as before, and the

silk boiled in the mixture and hung up to dry, as in the

"malau" process. This dye however like all other shades of

yellow must be exposed to the action of the sun, as without
this the required tint cannot be obtained.

For yellow green (4) the treatment commences with the same
process as for yellow, but a mixture is added which is made
from the root and heart of the " poko' kedrae." About a kati

(1^ lbs) of this wood is taken, chopped up small (di-chichfe) and
heated to boiling point. It is then allowed to stand and cool a

little, when the clearer liquor at the top (siring) is spooned off

(leaving the thicker stuff, called dodo' at the bottom), and
added to the decoction of turmeric before referred to. The rest

of the process is the same as before. The same colour is also

given by young shoots of the Kambutan (Nephelium lappaeemii)

tree, alum and asam gelugor being added.

For Green (5) a larger proportion of the " kedrang " mixture

is applied. For Blue Green (6) the process is twice repeated.

For Blue (7) a decoction of indigo leaves takes the place of

the turmeric. The process is otherwise the same but repeated

two or three times till the right tint is obtained.

The following are the more important kinds of indigo

known in Kelantan and Patani.

1. tarung kechi' (= tarum kechil)

2. tarung gelsengfe (= t. gelanggang)

3. tarung Sise (= t. Siam)

4. tarung aka or tarung utse.* (= t. akar or t. eitan).

For Indigo (8) the leaves are gathered and thrown into a

big earthenware jar called " tepayee " (St. Mai, tempayan) to-

gether with the bark of the young shoots or young fruit-spikes of

the coconut-palm (kuli'puti'nya), one fruit-spike on an average

going to each tepayse. A lump of lime " as thick as a man's

arm " (besa lengee) is added, and the silk steeped in the decocr

tion till it becomes of the requisite tint.

* Marsdenia tinctoria (?)—#. N. B.
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For Violet (9) commence with the light red dye (mala), as

before, but then steep the silk in fermented cocoanut milk (ayi

nya 'dah jadi ragi) keeping the silk in it only just long enough
to turn it of the requisite tinge, as if not watched, and allowed
to remain too long, it will turn a rusty black.

Purple (10) may be obtained either from an infusion of

tengar bark or by combination of the " mala" (light red) dyeing
process with indigo ; Dark purple from the sera kayu (Sel.

kennndang), a tree with small red edible fruits, with alum and
asam gelugor as usual. White (11) is obtained by steeping the

silk in a decoction of (burnt) durian skin. Light black or

Black (12) is obtained from an infusion of tengar bark or by
repeated steepings in indigo ; or by burying in the soil of the

gurah tree,* yarn already dyed yellow-green (4) or dark pur-

ple (10). Dark black (13) by still further repeated dyeing with

indigo or fermented coconut milk; Grey (14, 15) by dipping in

indigo; Brown (16, 17) by dyeing with "mundu"f bark, alum
and tamarinds being added as required ; Brown (18) by dyeing
with " mundu " bark only ; and Brown (19) by adding indigo to

the above.

I may add that the most generally favourite colour is red

after which come yellow and a kind of delicate rose-colour

(or madder), which is called kembang petang in Selangor

(kemte petfe in Kelantan and Patani). Darker and soberer tints

are in vogue for the older folks, and the sarong-patterns worn
by the women have smaller checks and are more tasteful than

those worn by the men.
In Raman (an inland province of Patani), both Blue and

Black dyes are obtained from either the wild or cultivated

variety of indigo (tarung utae or tarung kapon) the yarn being

steeped in an infusion coloured by the young shoots until the

requisite tint is obtained. The black is therefore merely the

deepest shade of blue obtainable. Red is obtained from Brazil-

wood or sepang mixed with an equal proportion of chips of the

* The yarn after dyeing is buried in soil taken from underneath
the gurah tree, whose leaves are said to turn the soil underneath it

black. The "gurah" tree is probably "Exccecaria agallocha,"

(H. N. R. )in which case it is the same as the guring (?).

t Garcinia dvlris. —H. N. E.

Jonr. Straits Branch'
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•' kSdr&ng " tree. The heart of the tree (terah) is taken and
steeped in water until the infusion becomes of a sufficently deep
red colour. Green is obtained by taking the old leaves of

the Indigo and mixing- them with the juice of young cocoanut-
fruit pounded small {oyer mumbang* di-tumboh).

Yellowf is obtained from equal proportions of turmeric

(kunyit) and lime (kapor) which are mixed and allowed to

ferment (di-rapai jadi vagi).

Purple is made by dipping red-dyed yarn in indigo.

Before concluding I may perhaps here add for the sake

of comparison a few general notes on typical dyeing processes

on the west coast (Selangor).

In Selangor mangrove bark (kulit bakan) is used as a

black dye, whilst from isi temu kunyit or temu kunchi and temu
panh (especially from the first of these three) yellow dye is

obtained. The yellow dye obtained from these latter prepara-

tions is darkened by the addition of lime (kapor) and asam
gelugor.

Red dye is obtained from Sepang and kesumba k'ling:

green from bunga telang (the creeper, not the bamboo) ; black

from the fruit of the kedudok (Melastoma) and from the fruit

of the tumu, the latter giving the best results.

* In JRaman called gfimje (=gumbang).

t Probably the exact colour obtained would depend upon the
length of the immersion. It might be expected that such a mixture
as described would produce, when its full strength was brought out, a
sort of burnt ochre.
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